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Patricia 
Churchland

• Professor Emerita, Philosophy, UC San Diego

• Seminal work: Neurophilosophy (1986)

• Interface of philosophy, neuroscience & psychology plus 
evolutionary biology

• Biology is all about motivation and behavioral control. 
No values, no behavior, no genes passed on.

• Eliminative Materialism vs. Folk Psychology



Braintrust
What Neuroscience Tells Us About Morality

• A provocative genealogy of morals

• Reconsider the priority given to 
religion, absolute rules, and pure 
reason 
in accounting for the basis of morality 

• Moral values ground a life that is a 
social life



How Can Neurons Care?

• Animals: neural circuitry sees 
to self-care and well-being 
– Homeostasis: detect need  

                           create motivational emotion

• How is circuitry extended to care for others?
– “Caring” is a ground-floor function of nervous system

– Mammals – divergent strategy: born helpless, can learn

• 110,000 of 300,000 years of Homo sapiens: 
evidence of group living



Prairie and Montane Voles

• Prairie Voles: life-long pair-bonding, 
male helps raise offspring

• Montane Voles: promiscuous, no 
male help • Sue Carter 

(1970s)
neuroendocrinologist

• Difference? 
• Oxytocin 

receptors



Ocytocin

• Ancient molecule – 700 million years

• Peptide: short protein – 9 amino acids

• Messenger to trigger effects in cells (on, less)

• Ways to increase effect:

–Make more

– Add receptors      √

– Up persistence

– Remove blockers

• Liking/eating part of brain

• Block prairie vole: Result?



Hume’s Germ of Human 
Sentiment?

• Oxytocin: Is it link to the caring associated  
       with moral human behaviors?

• Vasopressin 

• Dopamine 

• Serotonin 

• Endogenous opiates

• Cooperation is a social phenomenon

• Not likely one mechanism nor one behavior



Attachment and Morality

• Churchland proposes connection

– Part of same spectrum of actions

• Modestly supported by neuroscientific 
data:

– Social & moral events activate same PFC 
regions

• Morality: Constraint-satisfaction 
process ?
Attachment Morality
Less serious More serious

 Outcomes 



Caring & Cooperative Behavior

• Churchland suggests caring can give rise to 
mammalian/avian cooperative behavior

• Caveats

–Many genes contribute to most features:
No “social gene” or “love gene” or  “moral gene”

– One gene can play many roles

– No one gene for a specific effect on behavior

– No “wooden boat building gene”

– No “truth-telling” gene



What is “Truth-Telling”?

• Considered a “virtue”, but is it?

• Universality does not imply an innate module

• Humans value accurate predictions for survival

• Value ability to rely on others for true info

• Explained in terms of human problem solving 

– Intelligence

– Neurobiological platform for sociability

• “Truth-telling” is just a social practice 



What Morality Is and Isn’t

• Confucius and Aristotle agree: Context matters

• Moral knowledge

– Rooted in dispositions and skills

– Not a set of rules

• Theories abound: no factual support in molecular biology, 
neuroscience, evolutionary biology

– Socrates 5 4 basic virtues, Buddhist 4 noble truths, Mencius 4 
overarching virtues, Aristotle ethical 
and intellectual virtues, Haidt 5 moral foundations…



Human Social Life

• Knowledge of character, temperament, kinship, 
reputations of many people

• Adjust behavior to context (wedding, war)

• Great imitators – skills, knowledge

• Learn: get along, share, tolerate frustration

• Acquire a conscience: approval, disapproval

• Prototypes: fair, rude, bully, share, help

• Attribute mental states – theory of mind



    Insula



Insula
• An integration of signals from everywhere

– ‘State-of-Body’ and ‘State-of-Mine’

– Self-awareness, sense of agency

– Interoceptive awareness (hot, cold, fullness, lack of air)

– Proprioception – sense of body ownership

• Regulation of homeostasis

• Pain pathway – Degree or ‘nastiness’ of pain 

– Physical, social, mistakes, pain of others

• Involved in consciousness

• Embodied cognition – map visceral states to conscious feelings

• Emotionally relevant context for sensory experience



Insula (continued)

• Laughter, crying, arousal, anger, fear, disgust 

• Empathy, trust, compassion, inequity, kin love

• Norm-violation reaction, social exclusion

• Uncertainty, disbelief, ‘state of union with God’

• Hallucinogenic state, sculptural beauty

• Conscious desires – craving for food, drugs

• Much thicker in people who meditate often

• Salience –emotional, body

• Selective attention – balance arousal & anxiety



Morality – Not as a Rule

• 20th century moral philosophers

– Struggled to formulate universal rules of fairness

– Goal: govern policy, legislation, institution dev’t

• Approach is flawed beyond redemption

• No universal, disembodied reason that generates 
absolute rules, decision making procedures, and 
universal or categorical rules by which we can tell right 
from wrong in any situation.



Yet One Can Evaluate

• No need to appeal to a yet-deeper 
law

• Evaluation rooted in emotions and 
passion in human nature, and in 
social habits

• Reason does not create values

– Shapes itself around values

– Takes them in a new direction



Commonplace View of Morality

• “Rules and their conscious application are 
definitive of morality”

• If rules are definitive of morality AND rules 
require language, then humans are the only 
organisms with morality – but we are not!

• Some rules cited as central to morality 
conflict with others – Need to choose case by 
case

• Even Golden Rule has flaws



Kant and Categorical Imperative

• “Faculty of pure reason, 
detached from emotion or moral 
feeling, 
can use abstract idea of universal 
applicability of moral rule to establish 

criterion for selecting rules”

• Morality is an absolute duty



J. Bentham & Consequentialism

• Greatest happiness for the greatest number

• Eudaimonia: flourishing, well-being, happiness

• John Stuart Mill

–We are not required to only serve common good

– Self-defense is an exception

• Peter Singer – Much more demanding

• Churchland – Not rule but moral prototypes



Others
• Normativity and the moral “ought” vs fact “is”

– Churchland: false dichotomy; Hume misread

• Naturalistic fallacy – ‘What is good’ can be identified 
by some natural property(ies)

– Churchland: also fails due to silliness

• Religion: Morality imposed by God

– Churchland: Euthyphro dilemma, hand-off problem

• Socrates: Whatever makes something ‘good’ is 
rooted in the nature of humans and the society we 
make, not in the nature of the gods we invent



Closing Slide



Social Understanding & Brain

• Pre-frontal cortex: self-control, solve problems

– Do not (yet) have right vocabulary for PFC tasks

– Eliminative materialism

• Many fashionable ideas connecting buzz words

–Many propose links between social understanding and 
neuronal mechanisms

– Currently in style: theory of mind, mirror neurons

– Usually based on scanty evidence



Negative Affect

• Pain, fear, panic, anxiety

• Homeostatic emotion rather than sensation

• Core player in start of mammal social behavior

• Pain: astonishingly complicated anatomy

– Specializations, components, neurochemicals, pathways and 
connections

• Insula – ‘nastiness’ of pain – physical and emotional, 
integrates signals, ‘state of me’
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